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1. Introduction
This document reports the works done and the results obtained on the initial eStudio
HDR graphics engine release. This works involve several tasks and follow several
objectives in WP4. In fact the main objective in this work package is precisely to
update the eStudio so it is HDR compatible in all its stages. And in order to achieve it,
this objective has been split in four:
1. To upgrade the graphic engine video input and output subsystems so they are
capable to manage HDR video signals.
2. To upgrade the graphic engine with tone mapping capabilities to control the
dynamic range at both sides, input and output.
3. To upgrade the graphic engine with HDR rendering and rastering modules
so they manage high dynamic range frame buffers, rastering algorithms,
textures and graphic effects.
4. To test and validate these developments via demonstrations.
These changes will apply on most of the graphic engine subsystems, and will also add
some other. After all these implementations will be ready, the graphics engine will
modify its architecture to include them.

Figure 1. Graphics engine blocks diagram.

This block diagram shows the implementations taking place in WP4. Green and orange
blocks are related to the video input and output subsystems, while blue ones are
related to the rendering and rastering engines.
The Graphic User Interface required to manage the whole chain behaviour is
connected both to the input and output sides, and uses the graphic engine to display
results in real time as the user manipulates the provided parameters. Therefore it
contains the three types of blocks.
These works have been organized in five tasks:
● WP4T1 Video Playout
Focused on the HDR Video Output and HDR File Output blocks, once finished, this task
will provide one of the required tools to test the rest of modules in the system.
● WP4T2 Video Capture
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Following the WP4T1 developments, this tasks focuses on the H
 DR Video Input and the
HDR File Input blocks. Once finished, it will provide one of the required tools to
test the rest of modules in the system.
● WP4T3 Testing & Validation of Colour Conversion Modules
This task focuses on the I nput Colour Conversion and the Output Colour Conversion
modules, providing conversion methods, algorithms and shaders to manipulate
HDR frames in real time.
● WP4T4 Demonstration & Validation Colour Control User Interface
This task focuses in the overall Graphical User Interface required to control all the HDR
parameters present in the system. More concretely it deals with the I nput Tone
Mapping module and the Output Tone Mapping module interfaces and also uses
the render pipeline in order to provide real time output through the WYSIWYG
module.
● WP4T5 Pilot version of Graphics Engine with Validation Testing
Finally this tasks focuses on the render engine in order to make it use HDR buffers
throughout all the process of rendering and rastering.
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